Abstract-In this paper we present a system, AutoMashUpper, for making multi-song music mashups. Central to our system is a measure of "mashability" calculated between phrase sections of an input song and songs in a music collection. We define mashability in terms of harmonic and rhythmic similarity and a measure of spectral balance. The principal novelty in our approach centres on the determination of how elements of songs can be made fit together using key transposition and tempo modification, rather than based on their unaltered properties. In this way, the properties of two songs used to model their mashability can be altered with respect to transformations performed to maximize their perceptual compatibility. AutoMashUpper has a user interface to allow users to control the parameterization of the mashability estimation. It allows users to define ranges for key shifts and tempo as well as adding, changing or removing elements from the created mashups. We evaluate AutoMashUpper by its ability to reliably segment music signals into phrase sections, and also via a listening test to examine the relationship between estimated mashability and user enjoyment.
I. INTRODUCTION
A RECENT emerging area of activity within the music information retrieval (MIR) community is in the field of creative-MIR [1] . One of the main goals of creative-MIR is to open new possibilities for music creation, interaction and manipulation, facilitated by the ability to robustly analyze and interpret music signals. The facet of creative-MIR we explore in this paper relates to the content-based manipulation of music signals, specifically, that of automatic music mashups.
Music mashups are a combination of two or more songs, which, when mixed together, create entertaining musical results [2] . Mashups offer a way for users to re-engage with existing and familiar musical content by adding some extra, complementary musical components. Perhaps the most well-known way to create mashups is to take an "a cappella" stem (isolated vocal track) from one song and mix it together with another song, while adjusting the tempo so the two are temporally synchronized. Alternatively, mashups can be made by mixing complete songs together, which is the area of mashup creation we address in this paper. In this case, a larger number of musical components (i.e., vocals and all instrumentation) must fit together to create a pleasing musical result. On this basis, we consider this method for mashup creation to be more challenging, but also one that is more readily applicable to users' personal music collections.
For users wishing to listen to or create mashups by hand, several online resources exist. These include websites for uploading completed mashups [3] , and those with multi-track recordings for remixing music [4] . The DJ Mix Generator website [5] contains a database of tempo and key signature information to allow users to discover songs for "harmonic mixing"-i.e., mixing songs together in the same tempo and compatible key signatures.
Regarding software tools for making the mashups and remixing music, these include both research-based and commercial systems. While quite limited in number, the research-based approaches address important technical aspects of music mixing and mashup creation, including interactive user interfaces [6] , computational feasibility of time-stretching multiple songs in parallel [7] and the need for accurate tempo synchronization for user appreciation [8] .
With regard to commercial systems, the Harmonic Mixing Tool [9] uses content based analysis to analyze a user's collection to allow a "harmonic fade" when mixing between songs. The Echonest Remix API has been used to create web services for remixing and manipulating music signals, including the Infinite Jukebox [10] , Autocanonizer [11] and Wub Machine [12] . Perhaps the most similar system to the work presented in this paper, is Mixed in Key Mashup [13] . Central to this system is a measure of harmonic compatibility (using a similar model to [5] ) which ranks songs according to how well they will sound mixed together, such that: "A value of 100 means the mashup will be harmonic. A value of 0 means it will be dissonant." [13] . While this system automates the measurement of harmonic compatibility and beat-matching for temporal synchronization, users must construct the mashups themselves aligning songs by hand. In addition, the harmonic compatibility is a global property, which does not consider where within a harmonically compatible song the best match might occur. Furthermore, there are no parameters for users to customize the matching nor any apparent model of rhythm compatibility beyond beat-matching.
In this paper, we consider mashup creation from a multi-song perspective, where our proposed system, AutoMashUpper, allows users to create mashups by mixing different songs at distinct regions of an input song. To this end, we first segment 2329-9290 © 2014 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/ redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
the input song into phrase sections and then within each phrase section we estimate the "mashability" across a set of candidate songs. Our mashability measure considers three properties: i) harmonic compatibility, ii) rhythmic compatibility and iii) spectral balance. Novel to our approach is that mashability is calculated locally between songs, meaning the best matches across the duration of songs can be found. In addition we consider harmonic compatibility over a range of key shifts to expand the ways in which songs can be mashed together.
Having calculated the mashability per phrase section for a song, we create a ranked list from the set of candidate songs. We select the song with the highest mashability for each section, and then use time-stretching to temporally align the components of the mashup, pitch shifting for any required key transposition and amplitude scaling to match the loudness of the input section. To allow users to modify how mashability is calculated and to manipulate the mashup once it has been created, AutoMashUpper has an interactive user interface.
The main contributions beyond those in our previous work [14] include: i) a fast implementation for the calculation of harmonic similarity, ii) the addition of rhythmic and loudness based components for mashability estimation, iii) an objective evaluation of the phrase-level segmentation, and iv) a subjective evaluation of mashability.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II we provide a system-level overview of the underlying music analysis techniques for beat tracking, downbeat estimation and phrase segmentation. In Section III we address the measurement of mashability. In Section IV we demonstrate the user interface and several usage scenarios for AutoMashUpper. In Section V we present both objective and subjective evaluation of our mashup system. The paper concludes with discussion in Section VI and conclusions in Section VII.
II. MUSIC SIGNAL ANALYSIS
The main goal of the music analysis stage is to determine the temporal framework around which a multi-song mashup can be created. To this end, we need to identify beat locations for later temporal synchronization and a set of section boundaries to partition the input song for multi-song mashup creation. We can consider these pre-processing aspects of the analysis as modular components for which any existing structural segmentation algorithm (e.g., [15] ) and beat tracker (e.g., [16] ) could be used. However, with the aim of presenting an overview of the entire AutoMashUpper system we now summarize the methods we use for this purpose. Specific to our proposed method, we estimate downbeats in addition to beat locations towards finding a phrase-level segmentation of the input. In this paper, we consider phrase sections to correspond to harmonically consistent regions of the input signal which begin on downbeats and whose duration is a complete number of bars (typically, 2, 4, or 8). Furthermore, we make the general assumption that the songs to be used in the mashups have approximately constant tempo and a fixed 4/4 time signature.
To generate the harmonic signal representations for phraselevel segmentation and the subsequent estimation of mashability, we use the NNLS Chroma plugin [17] within Sonic Annotator [18] . Given an input audio signal 1 , we extract three outputs from the NNLS Chroma Vamp plugin: the global tuning, , of the input, an 84-bin (7 octave), tuned semitone spectrogram, , and a 12-dimensional chromagram (the distribution of energy across the chromatic pitch classes in a musical octave), . All outputs are extracted using the default parameters.
A. Rhythm Analysis

1) Input Features:
To act as input for the extraction of beat and downbeats, and subsequently used in the modelling of rhythmic patterns, we extract two onset detection functions [19] from the input audio signal. We use the approach of Robertson et al. [20] who employ Fitzgerald's harmonic/percussive separation technique [21] to generate a kick and snare drum emphasis onset detection functions, , and respectively. Each onset detection function has a temporal resolution of 11.6 ms.
2) Beat Tracking: To extract the beat locations, we use a simplified version of the approach in [22] , to which we pass a single input feature: the sum of the kick drum onset detection function and the snare drum onset detection function extracted above. Since we assume the tempo is likely to be approximately constant, we extract a global estimate of the beat period. We pass this to the dynamic programming phase as proposed by Ellis [16] to determine the beat locations, .
3) Downbeat Tracking: To find the downbeat locations we extend the approach of Davies and Plumbley [23] inspired by [24] . The core of their approach was to measure the spectral difference between band-limited beat-synchronous spectral frames, and to determine downbeat as the beat transitions which consistently led to highest spectral change under the assumption of a constant number of beats per bar. We modify this method in two ways, first by median averaging the semitone spectrogram, , into beat-synchronous frames, , and using this to measure spectral difference. Then, to this beat spectral difference function, we incorporate additional information from the kick and snare onset detection functions, extracted in Section II-A1. We use the hypothesis from [24] that kick drum events are more likely, and snare events less likely, to occur at downbeat locations and hence add the amplitude of the at each beat, and subtract the amplitude of the from the beat spectral difference function. In this way, we generate a downbeat detection function which incorporates both harmonic change and basic rhythmic information from which determine the downbeats, , as in [23] .
B. Phrase Level Segmentation
Our motivation for a phrase-level segmentation is to partition the input song so that we can subsequently estimate mashability independently per section and then incorporate multiple songs into the eventual mashup. In our experience, we have found that pleasing results can be obtained when the transition between different songs in the mashup occurs on precise temporal boundaries between sections. On this basis, we make use of both previously extracted beat and downbeat times towards creating a downbeat-synchronous representation for finding phrase section boundaries.
First, we retrieve the beat-synchronous version of the 84 bin semitone spectrogram, , extracted in Section II-A3. Then, to extract phrase section boundaries, we follow the self-similarity and novelty function based approach of Foote [25] for structural segmentation. As shown in [26] , structural segmentation performance can be improved by time-lag embedding, where temporal frames are stacked together. To this end, we group sets of four consecutive beat frames (starting at each downbeat and without overlap) to create a ( bin) downbeat-synchronous stacked semitone spectrogram,
. We calculate a self-similarity matrix, , between all pairwise combinations of downbeat-synchronous frames of using cosine distance:
where and correspond to the th and th frames of the downbeat synchronous semitone spectrogram.
Having generated the self-similarity matrix, we then slide a Gaussian checkerboard kernel [25] (of size 16 downbeats) along the main diagonal to generate the novelty function which emphasizes section boundaries. We peak-pick [19] the novelty function to obtain an initial set of section boundary candidates. Following Sargent et al. [27] , who impose regularity of section length into their structural segmentation method, we postprocess the initial boundary locations according to an iterative method which we now summarize. We define a cost function relating to phrase section duration intervals which rewards durations of 2, 4, 8 and 16 downbeats and punishes others we consider less likely (e.g., 7, 9, 15, 17 downbeats). We then calculate a regularity score for each phrase boundary position independently shifted forward one downbeat, kept in its current position, and shifted back one downbeat. The phrase boundary shift which maximizes the increase in global regularity score is implemented, and the process is iteratively repeated until no further increase in the global regularity score can be obtained. Once this iterative process has completed, the downbeat phrase boundaries are mapped back to beat locations ready for the estimation of mashability. A graphical example of this procedure is shown in Fig. 1 .
III. MASHABILITY
Given a phrase section, , of input song, , and a set of candidate songs, , in a music collection, the estimation of mashability, , addresses two main points: i) the temporal location of the best matching point for each candidate song and ii) the way in which this best matching section must be transformed to match the input. We propose that songs which are well matched for mashup purposes will have the following properties: 1) Harmonic compatibility: central to the success of the mashup is that the two sections of the song complement one another in terms of harmonic structure. Our harmonic motivation follows directly from existing commercial tools for "harmonic mixing" [5] , [9] and mashup creation [13] which place strong emphasis on finding songs in matching or related key signatures. For AutoMashUpper we do not consider key signature directly, but instead look for a measure of similarity between beat-synchronous chromagrams under a range of possible key transpositions. 2) Rhythmic compatibility: beyond the critical aspect of beatmatching for mixing songs together [8] , we also consider the issue of rhythmic structure. Our aim here is to capture rhythmic information at a finer level than the beats towards the identification of rhythmically compatible regions of songs. In particular, we seek to avoid matching songs with conflicting rhythmic structures, e.g. straight feel vs swing feel. 3) Spectral Balance: as shown in [28 pp.53-54] , equalization plays a key role when mixing songs together, allowing for different regions of songs to be layered on top of one another in the mix. Towards this goal of creating a balanced mix between songs, we incorporate a measurement of spectral balance between songs, favouring those with a complementary distribution of energy across low, middle and high bands. The specific details of each component are described in the following sub-sections. However prior to this, we first consider the effect of global tempo. As shown in [8] , when mixing music, it can be preferable to take tempo octave relationships into account. For example, if we consider a song at 70 bpm (beats per minute) and another at 140 bpm, it would be possible to use time-stretching to slow down the faster song by a factor of two to give it a tempo of 70 bpm and hence exactly matching the slower song. However due to the tempo octave relationship, we could simply mix the faster song with the slower song directly without the need for any time-stretching. While this is somewhat trivial for music with an exact 1:2 tempo ratio, if we consider the same original song at 70 bpm, and another at 130 bpm, by similar logic we should argue for increasing the tempo of the faster track to 140 bpm, rather than attempting to slow it down to 70 bpm, since this will represent the smaller time-scaling factor (and would hence minimize any artefacts introduced from time-stretching). Within the context of our mashup system, we can make all songs whose tempo is closer to another tempo octave of the input appear to be at the same tempo by sub-sampling the beat locations by a factor of two to halve the tempo, or interpolating by two to double it. In addition to changing the beats in this way we apply the same transformation to each of the beat synchronous features and representations which are used for mashability estimation and are described below.
A. Harmonic Matching
The first component of mashability we consider relates to the harmonic similarity calculated between beat-synchronous chromagrams. As in Section II-A3 we obtain a beat-synchronous chromagram,
, by median averaging across beat windows. Next, we isolate the current phrase section, , for input song, , and phrase section , with beat frames (omitting the sub-script for clarity). For a given candidate song, , in the music collection, with beat synchronous chromagram we wish to identify the temporal location (i.e. starting beat) where harmonic similarity is maximized. However, in addition to looking at the current properties of the two songs, we also consider how the songs could match allowing for key-transposition (later implemented by pitch-shifting). In this way we can increase the possibility of finding good harmonic matches by considering the matching task in a kind of transform domain.
In our previous work [14] , we implemented this approach by brute force, measuring the cosine similarity across a range of rotational shifts, , of the input phrase chromagram, (2) where represents the region of the chromagram starting at beat whose duration is the same as . In practice we found this calculation to be computationally intensive, and computation time increased drastically in proportion to the number of songs over which the matching was undertaken and the range of rotational key shifts applied to . Towards a more efficient solution, we recast the harmonic matching from 2-D filtering (image processing) perspective. We now treat as a chroma patch (or two-dimensional filter) to cross-correlate with . In order for the chroma patch to cover the range of key shifts, we stack an exact copy of , creating a matrix for beats in . Using this 2-D filtering operation (via MATLAB's multi-theaded function) means that we can search across all beat increments and harmonic shifts very efficiently.
To illustrate the difference in computation time between the brute-force search method in [14] and the 2-D convolution approach, we measure the computation time (averaged over 100 iterations) for chroma patches of size 8 to 64 beats applied to songs of up to 1000 beats. As shown in Fig. 2 we see that under all conditions, the 2-D convolution approach is substantially faster with computation time measured in milliseconds rather than seconds. Furthermore, the 2-D convolution method is faster for smaller patch sizes, regardless of the number of beats in the song. If we consider a full range of 12 key transpositions and approximately 400 beats in a song, this equates to close to 5000 possible solutions per phrase section of the input song. When searching over a small sized collection of 500 songs, this would give over 2 million possible matches per phrase section. Referring again to Fig. 2 , we can see that the brute force approach is too slow to be considered practical.
To obtain a cosine similarity matrix (with values in the range
as in (2) we must normalize the result of the 2-D convolution using the denominator from (2) and select the appropriate rows corresponding to the range of key shifts, e.g.
semitones. Given the final step is to extract the maximum harmonic similarity per beat , and to record the corresponding key shift necessary to realize this similarity value, (3) and (4) where the transposition is negative since we later pitch-shift the region of the candidate song to match the input, which is the reverse harmonic matching process. A graphical example is shown in Fig. 3 , where we can see that best matching section of the candidate song chroma occurs at a semitone shift away from the input phrase section, which would subsequently require pitch shifting by semitones to create the harmonic match. From the plot of in Fig. 3 (e), we can see that harmonic similarity varies across the duration of the song, where the region between 250 and 300 beats appears not to hold any good match to the input phrase across all possible key shifts.
B. Rhythmic Matching
For the rhythmic matching stage we follow the same principle as the harmonic matching. Here we generate a rhythmic representation for the input song and all candidate songs in the user's collection and measure the similarity between them. Our main source of rhythmic information is the kick and snare onset detection functions ( and ) used in the estimation of beat times in Section II-A. In this way, we use an implicit representation of rhythm, rather than attempt to classify rhythmic patterns according labelled classes as in [29] .
To capture rhythmic information which is independent of tempo we generate a beat-synchronous rhythmic representation by sampling these two onset detection functions at sub-beat locations. To provide sufficient granularity to distinguish between rhythmic patterns in "straight" and "swing" feel, we sub-divide each beat into 12 equal positions, and record the amplitude of each onset detection function at these temporal locations. Then, per beat, we stack snare information on top of the kick information to provide a 24-dimensional rhythmic representation per beat, , of size for beat locations in phrase section on input song , and likewise calculate the same representation, , for all songs, , in the user's collection.
To determine the rhythmic matching component of the mashability, , we calculate the cosine similarity of the rhythmic patch, , for phrase-section of the input song , with across all beat shifts, , for each song in the user's collection. We follow the same fast matching approach for matching that we used for harmonic information, however in this case we need only search across the beat dimension, (5) In this way, the rhythmic similarity measure, , will be close to unity for very similar rhythmic patterns, and nearer to zero for dissimilar patterns. An example of the rhythmic matching procedure is shown in Fig. 4 . 
C. Spectral Balance
To address the third of the mashability components we use the Replay Gain method [30] and previously extracted beat locations per song, to derive a coarse beat-synchronous spectral representation, , which contains the beat-synchronous perceptual loudness in three spectral bands: a low band (up to 220 Hz), a mid-band (220-1760 Hz), and a high-band (frequencies above 1760 Hz). In our approach for assessing spectral balance between (the spectral representation of phrase section, ) and for song we look for a simple measure of spectral flatness by summing the coarse spectral representations and taking the mean across the beat dimension,
We then normalize to sum to unity, and find the standard deviation of the resulting spectral profile,
In practice, will be close to unity when the spectral profile is flat and nearer to zero when it is uneven. A graphical example is shown in Fig. 5 . 
D. Mashability Estimation
We derive the overall beat-wise mashability, , per song, , as a weighted combination of the harmonic similarity, rhythmic similarity and spectral balance. The values for the weights, can be set in the user interface, as described in Section IV, but in our informal testing, we found acceptable results with the following values, , and , wherein we give greatest emphasis to the harmonic matching parameter. We obtain a weighted mashability per beat increment, , in song , as follows: (8) In addition to these three local features we incorporate one further component to reward songs whose tempo, is within a user specified range, , (default value 0.3) around the input song tempo, , such that (9) where was found to give acceptable results. For each phrase section, , of the input song, , we now have a continuous vector which indicates the mashability for every beat increment, , in every song , along with the corresponding required key shift from (4). To determine, which song, where in that song, and how to transform it, we first find the maximum mashability per song, (10) and record the corresponding beat, (11) Fig. 6 . Mashability per beat shift in a candidate song. Due to the high emphasis given to the harmonic matching component, mashability bears a strong resemblance to this feature. However, the emphasis of the mashability can be changed by user modification of the weights.
which can be used to recover the corresponding key shift, (12) For all songs, , we now have a corresponding mashability value, and by sorting in descending order, we can rank the mashability per phrase section of the input.
A graphical example of the mashability for a given song is shown in Fig. 6 . Here we can see the strong correlation with the harmonic matching function due to the high weighting we give this in comparison to the other features. It is interesting to note that the separate features which contribute to mashability have different properties. The rhythmic similarity rapidly varies as the rhythmic patterns change from being beat aligned to mis-aligned, whereas the spectral balance evolves much more slowly across the duration of the song. The peaks in the harmonic similarity function correspond to time points in which chord changes are aligned and occur around every eight beats.
E. Mashup Creation
The creation of the mashup is split into three steps: i) temporal alignment (or "beat-matching") using time-stretching, ii) harmonic alignment and tuning adjustment using pitch-shifting, and iii) loudness adjustment to create a balanced mix. For timestretching and pitch-shifting we make use of the open-source library Rubberband [31] , whereas for loudness compensation we use the Replay Gain method [30] .
The beat-matching stage takes two inputs, the sequence of beat times in each phrase section, , of the input song, , and beat times from the best matching section from the song in the music collection. The input beat times act as a target sequence of anchor points for which Rubberband calculates a dynamic time-stretching factor such that the best matching section is temporally aligned to the input.
The harmonic alignment between the two sections, implemented via pitch-shifting in Rubberband, requires two pieces of information. First, the required number of semitones and second, a tuning correction. They can be combined to give a pitch correction factor, , where and are the tunings (in Hz) of the best matching song and input respectively as estimated by NNLS [17] , and is the required semitone shift. If and the ratio of the tunings is small (i.e., within 0.5% of one another) then we bypass this processing stage.
After pitch-shifting and time-stretching we scale the amplitude of the best matching section to match that of the input. For this we estimate the perceptual loudness of both sections using Replay Gain [30] and scale the amplitude of the best matching section so the two are equal. We employ each of these methods on section-by-section basis in the input song and create a composite audio file containing the mashup accompaniment, which can be subsequently mixed down to create the completed mashup.
The computational demands of the complete mashup creation process depend on several factors. For mashability estimation this includes the number of phrase sections and their size, the number of beats per candidate song, as well as the total number of candidate songs. The computational cost for time-stretching and pitch-shifting increases in proportion with the number of sections, and hence overall length, of the input song. As a guide, we have found the complete mashup process to take less than 30 s for a 4 minute input song with 10-15 candidate songs for our prototype version of AutoMashUpper running in MATLAB.
IV. AUTOMASHUPPER
A. User Interface
To allow users to interact with the mashup creation process, we have created a user interface for our system, AutoMashUpper, of which a screenshot is shown in Fig. 7 .
The left hand side of the interface is used for displaying the audio waveform of the input and its section boundaries, the songs used in the mashup, as well as system level functionality and playback controls. Both the waveform display and mashup visualizer are interactive and clicking either one during playback will jump to the start of the clicked section. At the bottom of the left hand side, we include a new feature, a balance control to enable users to adjust the mix between the input and mashup in real time.
On the right hand side of the interface is a list box which is used to display the set of pre-analyzed songs which can be included in mashups, either by individual selection with the mouse, choosing ten random songs (with the "pick 10" button) or selecting all. Above this list box is an option to load a different song library. We use this as a method for selecting a folder with pre-grouped songs, e.g., all from the same artist or of a particular musical style.
In the centre panel we have the interactive controls for mashability estimation. Each of these sliders can be modified to create mashups with different emphasis, and to encourage users to experiment with mashup creation. Below these controls is another list box, which shows the subset of songs selected from the main library listbox, and then beneath this are the tools available to first create the mashup and then subsequent manipulation of the result. This manipulation includes deleting, changing, or adding songs to the created mashup.
B. Modes of Operation
The standard usage we expect for AutoMashUpper is for a user to load a song of their choice, select a set of songs from which to make the mashup, and then modify it according to their taste afterwards. Through experimentation with the system, we have found several alternative ways to use AutoMashUpper to make interesting musical results.
• Album/Artist mode: we manually select songs for the mashup from a single album or artist. Our testing has shown this mode can give subtle results due to high similarity in vocal timbre and overall music production. Furthermore by processing all songs in an album in this way, it is possible to create an entire remix/mashup album, which can offer listeners a new way to re-engage with familiar material. • Style mode: in a similar way to the Album/Artist mode, we can exclusively use songs from a given musical style as source material for the mashup. For example, taking a J-Pop song and creating a mashup using only Drum and Bass music or vice-versa.
• Forced-mashup mode: while the quality of the mashups created by AutoMashUpper is somewhat dependent on the large search space created in the estimation of mashability, we can alternatively use AutoMashUpper in a much more restricted search mode, where we give just one song to be used in the mashup along with the input. Here, AutoMashUpper must "force" a match between the signals, and offers the potential for unexpected results when combining very different pieces of music, for example a modern piece of electronic dance music and a 1960s jazz ballad.
• Musician mode: here, we take the conventional method of using an a cappella vocal stem in a mashup, but instead of vocals, we use a recording of an isolated musical instrument. To this end, we have obtained interesting results using recordings of solo slap bass playing, and creating automatic slap bass accompaniment mashups. This approach is not limited to bass guitar, and we can envisage AutoMashUpper being used by musicians who could record some unaccompanied playing on a musical instrument and then use it as material for a mashup. This would allow them to hear their playing used in a new way, and give them the opportunity to "re-learn" the new arrangement. Alternatively, the inclusion of a mashed-up bass part could allow a composer to complete composition by reuse of existing material. Some example videos demonstrating AutoMashUpper using Creative Commons music content can be accessed at: http:// staff.aist.go.jp/m.goto/AutoMashUpper/.
V. EVALUATION
To evaluate AutoMashUpper, we address two aspects of the system. First, we demonstrate the efficacy of the phrase-level segmentation which underpins the multi-song mashup creation process via a comparison against ground truth annotations. Then we undertake a listening test to subjectively assess the mashability estimation component of AutoMashUpper.
A. Objective Analysis 1) Test Database:
To evaluate the phrase-level segmentation component of AutoMashUpper we use the copyright-cleared RWC Music Database [32] which contains beat, downbeat and structural segmentation annotations [33] . Given our primary interest in creating mashups from pop music, we restrict the analysis to the Popular Music Database which contains 100 songs (RWC-MDB-P-2001 No. 1-100). The majority of songs have a 4/4 time-signature and approximately constant tempo. Although this dataset may not be considered the most challenging, it matches the type of content we expect to be used to create mashups. While the task of structural segmentation does not exactly match our goal of phrase segmentation, we consider structural boundaries also to be phrase boundaries and on this basis, consider this evaluation task to be appropriate for our purpose.
2) Segmentation Performance: While many evaluation methods [34] exist for measuring the performance of structural segmentation algorithms, the majority attempt to address two factors, the temporal accuracy of the segment boundaries and [35] and SBV1 [37] . (b) AMU compared to different parameterizations. RDB: random downbeat estimates, VAMP: using the QM-VAMP plugin [18] to estimate beat and downbeats, GTA: ground truth beat and downbeat annotations and CHR: using a chromagram for the self-similarity matrix.
the labels given to these sections. Our interest in this paper is only in the temporal localization of the segment boundaries, and with this in mind, we pursue an evaluation strategy which ignores section labels. In [27] , the F-measure was used with two tolerance windows, a narrow window of 0.5s and a wider window of 3.0s. Since our goal is for high temporal precision in boundary detection, we calculate the F-measure as a function of tolerance window size. We start with a tolerance window of 0s and increase it by 0.05s up to a maximum tolerance window size of 3.0s.
We compare the performance of AutoMashUpper against the three best performing (unique) systems submitted to the 2012 MIREX structural segmentation task, KSP3 [35] , SMGA2 [36] and SBV1 [37] . We did not run these algorithms ourselves, but instead we made use of the online resource of algorithm outputs 2 . To gain a deeper understanding of our proposed segmentation algorithm we also evaluate four different approaches for obtaining beat and downbeat information prior to phrase segmentation:
• RDB: which uses automatically extracted beat locations as in Section II-A2, but a random first downbeat from the first four beat estimates and then every fourth beat after that as a downbeat.
• VAMP: which uses the QM-VAMP bar and beat tracking plugin from Sonic Annotator [18] to provide beat and downbeat locations.
• GTA: here we use the ground truth beat and downbeat annotations.
• CHR: we use automatically extracted beat and downbeat locations but build the self-similarity matrix in Section II-B using the beat synchronous chromagram, , instead of the semitone spectrogram, . The performance of each segmentation algorithm as a function of tolerance window is shown in Fig. 8 .
The most immediate result of looking at the comparison against the MIREX methods in Fig. 8(a) is the large difference in accuracy for very small tolerance windows. Our approach has an F-measure of 0.35 even for a tolerance window of s, and for this very small tolerance window, it far outperforms the current state of the art on this dataset. Comparing performance of AMU and RDB in Fig. 8(b) we can see that the use of estimated (rather than random) downbeat locations has a considerable impact on performance when the goal is to find precise temporal boundaries. Furthermore, compared to GTA, we see that segmentation performance for very small tolerance windows is marginally improved by using the ground truth beat and downbeat annotations. With all other aspects equal, we can therefore infer that beat and downbeat estimation by AMU was accurate and also slightly outperformed the freely available VAMP implementation.
In terms of the input representation for the self-similarity matrix, we can see that the use of the chromagram, whose performance is given by CHR, is less effective than the semitone spectrogram, suggesting that some useful structural information is lost by folding the seven octave semitone spectrogram into a single octave chromagram. Comparing again to the MIREX methods in Fig. 8(a) , we see that once the size of the tolerance window exceeds 1.0 s, the remaining algorithms begin to outperform AutoMashUpper, with SMGA2 the most accurate once a wide tolerance window of 3.0 s is permitted. This lower performance at large tolerance windows may be the result of our emphasis on detecting shorter phrase sections. For example, the median detected phrase length across the database for AMU was 10.3 s compared to the SMGA2 algorithm it was 15.6 s and 14.3 s for the ground truth annotations.
B. Subjective Analysis 1) Listening Experiment:
The aim of the listening experiment was to explore the relationship between user enjoyment of a mashup and mashability, with the hypothesis that user enjoyment would be positively correlated with mashability. While it would be theoretically desirable to have listeners listen to mashups of entire songs, and hence evaluate the complete result of AutoMashUpper, several issues make this choice impractical. First, it would be difficult to ask users to make a single judgement about their overall enjoyment of a mashup with multiple songs and sections. Second, listening to many different full songs would make for a long and potentially tiring experiment for participants. Third, the estimated mashability is empirically related to the phrase section duration-i.e., the likelihood of very high harmonic similarity is much greater for a short section of 8 beats than one which is 64 beats containing multiple chord changes, hence it is not trivial to meaningfully relate mashability between phrase sections of different lengths. In this sense the absolute value of mashability is only comparable between equal section lengths. Nevertheless, the relative ordering of mashability within each individual section can be explored. Therefore, in order to retain as much control as possible over the stimuli, we restrict ourselves to a set of musical excerpts of isolated, individual phrase sections of a fixed duration of 32 beats.
To create the dataset used in the listening experiment, we randomly selected 12 musical excerpts of duration 32 beats (using automatically estimated phrase section boundaries), from a collection of 90 songs. Then, for each excerpt, we calculated and ranked the mashability to all the other songs in the collection using the default weighting between the different components, as described in Section III-D. We then created three mashed-up versions using: i) the top ranked mashability, ii) the song closest to the mean mashability, and iii) the lowest ranked mashability, to give a total of 36 musical stimuli. Our aim is to approximate a typical usage scenario for AutoMashUpper, where the best result would be the automatic result given by AutoMashUpper, and that the lower ranked results would represent weaker recommendations.
The experiment was run as follows: for each new excerpt the participants first listened to the un-mashed input by itself, after which they could listen to the mashup (i.e., the mix of the two songs), with repeated listening of both sound files permitted. Participants were then asked to input their rating on a 0-10 scale to indicate how much enjoyed the result of mashup compared to the original; in effect how successful they felt the mix of the two songs was. On this basis we felt it was very important to allow listeners hear the original as well to avoid enjoyment ratings based purely on musical taste of the listeners-a factor for which we could not control.
To allow the participants to familiarize themselves with the operation of the listening test interface and to set the playback volume to a comfortable level, each participant undertook a short training phase prior to completing the main experiment. In total, a set of 15 participants were recruited to take the listening test. Since we hope that mashups can be appreciated irrespective of musical training, we did not use this as a criterion for selecting participants, however we did ensure that the participants understood what the term "music mashup" meant. To prevent order effects, the musical stimuli were presented in a different random order for each participant. Participants were not paid for taking part in the experiment.
2) Results: On completion of the listening test, participants were asked their general opinion about the mashups. Many were very positive, stating that some mashups were highly enjoyable to listen to and represented interesting musical combinations. Several participants commented that for certain excerpts they recognized and enjoyed the original excerpt very much, and then could not enjoy the resulting mashup as it disrupted a song they did not want altered. In terms of potential negative aspects of the mashups, some (but not all) participants stated they did not enjoy overlapping vocal parts, while others commented on bass parts being incompatible.
To examine the results of the listening test we now inspect the mean ratings per excerpt, as displayed in Fig. 9 . In all but one of the cases (Excerpt 2), the top ranked mashup is rated higher than the middle and lowest ranked mashups. The overall mean enjoyment ratings across all excerpts for the top, medium and lowest ranked mashups where 6.7, 4.7 and 4.3 respectively. Performing a paired t-test on the ratings revealed a highly significant difference between the top and middle ranked mashups ( ) and no significant difference between the middle and lowest ranked mashups (
). This result endorses the overall effectiveness of the ranking according to our model of mashability. However, we should also note that even if the relative order of preference among the participants in the order is as we expected to be, not all top-ranked mashups were rated high in terms of enjoyment. For example, the top ranked mashup for Excerpt 1 was rated 3.6 despite having high mashability. Listening back to the mashup we can identify prominent overlapping vocals between the two excerpts in addition to an "out of phase" feeling caused by the unexpected behavior of chord changes not occurring on downbeats in the candidate song.
In terms of the more general relationship between mashability and user enjoyment, we can look at the scatter plot in Fig. 10(a) . A Pearson correlation coefficient of , ( ), indicates a statistically significant correlation between mashability and user enjoyment on this dataset. It is important to note that some mashups were rated high in terms of enjoyment even though they were ranked low according to mashability. In the overall context of AutoMashUpper this means lower ranked results may still be acceptable, and given the subjective nature of mashup enjoyment, this is a predictable outcome. Perhaps what is more critical in terms of the success of our system is that the majority of top ranked results are not deemed unenjoyable by listeners. In light of these results we cannot, and nor do we seek to, claim that the top ranked song will definitely be the best according to user preference, e.g., compared to other songs with high mashability, merely that high mashability appears to be a good indicator of an acceptable result.
However, given the comment by some participants of vocal overlap being detrimental to mashup enjoyment, we now look in more detail at the results of the listening test. In Figs. 10(b) and (c) we can observe the relationship between mashability and enjoyment ratings for mashups manually separated to have no vocal overlap and those with vocal overlap respectively. Inspection of the plots immediately reveals a much stronger correlation for non-vocal overlap mashups compared to those with vocal overlap. While this could be taken as an indication that vocal overlap should be avoided in mashups, we can see that in Fig. 10 (c) that several vocal overlap mashups were rated high in terms of enjoyment. On this basis we believe that attempting to remove all vocal overlap could eliminate potentially enjoyable mashups. From a user perpsective, we can hypothesize that two listener groups may exist, those who dislike vocal overlap and those for whom it is not a problem. In this way, such a preference could be indicated in the user interface.
VI. DISCUSSION
Through our evaluation we have shown that the phrase-segmentation is able to reliably identify structural segmentation boundaries with precise temporal localization and to a degree which outperforms current state of the art methods. In terms of the subjective aspect of the evaluation, we have also shown that within these phrase sections, higher mashability is generally related to higher enjoyment by listeners of the end result. While we recognize that this constitutes an evaluation of AutoMashUpper at one level below the final result-its ability to produce automatic multi-song mashups, we believe that targeting the fully automatic result would overlook the important aspect of user-interaction.
Not only is it possible for users to interact and experiment with the mashup creation process by specifying mashability parameters, changing candidate songs and modifying the results, we allow this functionality in the user interface to explicitly encourage them to do so. We believe this interaction is particularly important for users to feel that they have contributed in making the musical result; that they are active participants rather than passive observers in the music content creation process. In future work, we intend to undertake a user study to evaluate these interactive aspects of AutoMashUpper, where issues such as ease of use and subjective enjoyment of complete music mashups can be addressed.
We consider AutoMashUpper to be a piece of "assistive" technology, designed to help users to create new musical content, especially when they might lack musical composition skills themselves. As noted by Shiga [2] a key musical skill required in mashup creation is in music listening rather than a direct ability in composition. Therefore, we can consider the role of AutoMashUpper to be one of providing a user with a set of good matches according to our objective mashability model, and then to allow the user to make their own subjective choices and refinements. In this way we hope to determine a useful balance between the objective aspects (e.g., similar harmonic and rhythmic structure) and the subjective elements (user preference and song familiarity) in mashup creation.
An important aspect in appraising the value of AutoMashUpper is to be aware of its limitations and to recognize when and why "mistakes" happen as well as rating their relative importance. Given the large number of different elements used in AutoMashUpper, one might assume that in order to obtain an objectively pleasing musical result it would be necessary for all elements to be correct, e.g., beat times, downbeats, phrase boundaries, tuning etc. While this is certainly desirable, we have found that some elements of the analysis are more critical to success than others. For example, if the beat times are incorrectly estimated, this can create an unpleasant feeling when the resulting mashup is not fully beat-synchronized, and is related to the user discomfort analysis for mismatched tempi in [8] . Furthermore, the estimation of tuning, which is central both to the generation of the harmonic signal representations (semitone-spectrogram and chromagram) and the scaling factor for pitch-shifting and tuning correction, plays a critical role in the resulting mashup. That is, even with all other aspects evaluated accurately, an "out-of-tune" mashup will generally not make for a pleasant listening experience. Other aspects however, such as mis-estimation of downbeats or phrase section boundaries may not be as critical since mashability is calculated across all beat shifts of candidate songs meaning such errors can be absorbed.
In terms of song properties which can adversely affect the resulting mashup, we have found these often relate to sung sections in the music. While setting a wide 'key shift' range in the AutoMashUpper interface increases the amount of possible solutions and therefore raises the chance of finding a good objective match, this can be problematic for vocal regions. This is perhaps most notable for increases in pitch for female vocals and decreases in pitch for male vocals, where the results can sound unnatural. In this sense, there is a greater chance of a natural musical result when using instrumental music-at least for those songs transformed in the mashup process. Similarly, the issue of vocal overlap was raised by some participants as a factor which created confusing results. A possible solution would be to incorporate a vocal activity detection module [38] into the estimation of mashability and simply discard any potential mashups with vocal overlap. However, given the diverse range of ratings for vocal overlap mashups obtained in the listening experiment (including some rated very highly), such a measure could exclude potentially valid and enjoyable mashups. Therefore we believe that a more complex model of vocal activity and interaction is required to properly capture this aspect. Since the chromagram is not as well-suited a signal representation for identifying vocal regions as MFCCs or melodic based features, we should explore additional features for inclusion in a more complete measure of mashability.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a system for creating automatic and semi-automatic multi-song mashups. Our work has been driven by two main motivations: first, from a creative perspective, we have sought to demonstrate there are numerous musical possibilities and potential advantages to using MIR techniques for mashup creation; and second, from a research perspective, to highlight the significant potential mashups and music manipulation hold for future creative-MIR research. Our main contribution has been to show that by searching for mashability in a transform-domain which takes potential changes in key and rhythm into account, we can expand the range of mashups beyond what is possible with existing approaches. In terms of the next steps for the AutoMashUpper system, we plan to expand its use for songs which do not fit the strict assumptions concerning song properties, e.g. constant tempo and fixed time-signature. Furthermore we believe there is wide scope for incorporating other music analysis techniques, including vocal detection and source separation [39] . In future work we will conduct a user study to further explore the mashup creation possibilities with AutoMashUpper, and to identify new features and functionality to expand the creative possibilities for automatic mashup creation.
